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Training and examinations
Transmitted by Romania
a) What is the number of training centres in your State (private/public)?
At the present moment, in Romania there is only one training centre:
CERONAV– Romanian Maritime Training Centre – Galati branch (public
institution).
b) Is the catalogue of questions of the Administrative Committee the basis for the training
programme in these training centres ?
The basis for the training programmes in the training centre is the Catalogue of
questions from CCNR (Central Commission of the Rhine).
c)

Is the validity of approval of the training centres limited by the competent authority?
Yes, the programme is approved by the Romanian Naval Authority (RNA).

d) According to what provisions are the examinations carried out (patent rules, rules
concerning examinations)?
Examination is made by the RNA in accordance with the provisions of 8.2.2.7 of
ADN (on PCs).
e)

What is the number of approved examination bodies and centres in your country?
There is only one approved examination centre in Romania: the Romanian Naval
Authority (RNA).

f)

Are there any sole examiners or are the examination commissions made up of several
persons?
The examination commissions are composed of several examiners.

g) How many examinations are organized each year in your country (basic courses and
specialised courses in gases and chemicals)?
In 2011 13 exams (basic courses) have been organized.
There were no requests for specialised courses in gases and chemicals.
h) What results are obtained in these examinations (successes/failures)?
In 2011, 83 persons have been examined: 77 promoted, 6 rejected.
i)

1

Is the content of the examination individually renewed for each examination?
The content of the examination is periodically updated by the CCNR.
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j)

Is the catalogue of questions sent to the examination authorities and/or the centres
approved by the competent authority?
Yes, the catalogue of questions is sent to the examination authorities.
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